Infor Cloverleaf Secure Courier

Overview.
The electronic exchange of healthcare information
eliminates the hassle of faxing or mailing results and
documentation—such as encounter and discharge
summaries, radiology reports and lab results—to
affiliated physicians, labs, and other partners in the care
continuum. With Infor™ Cloverleaf® Secure Courier,
healthcare organizations like yours can connect to
remote locations and exchange data securely over the
Internet, without requiring the recipient to install any
additional hardware.

Benefits
• Connect to your care network without using
a pricey VPN.
• Get rapid deployment with minimal
maintenance.
• Quickly expand connections with care
partners and securely exchange patient data.

Secure Courier allows you to:
You can seamlessly and securely bring together points
of care, extending interface connectivity beyond the
walls of your organization and into the hundreds or
thousands of remote sites with whom you partner and
collaborate with Secure Courier. Coupled with our
industry-leading integration engine, Infor Cloverleaf,
Secure Courier helps you cost-effectively respond to
the changing landscape of healthcare.

Feature focus
Physician practices, clinics, and other specialty
providers are very heterogeneous with respect to
electronic health records (EHR) technology and
interoperability. Little to no formal IT or financial
resources are available to configure complex interfaces
and maintain expensive network overhead.
With Infor Cloverleaf Secure Courier, you don't need a
complex and expensive point-to-point VPN connection
to communicate with your partners. Setting up a
physician practice to securely exchange information via
Secure Courier is as simple as downloading and
installing a client, setting send and receive addresses,
and establishing a schedule.

• Transmit data securely between a remote point of
care, EHR application or medical device, and a
centrally-located system.
• Send and receive data in many native formats,
including HL7, CSV, XML, and CCR/CCD. Encrypt
data with 128- to 256-bit SSL encryption.
• Control frequency and method of transport with
flexible interface options.
• Log message activity, flow, and statistics—at both
the central server and the remote sites.
• Store data for viewing of custom events, such as
print, web, and database services.
• Consolidate monitoring and centralize
troubleshooting, including stop, start, disable,
and revoke.

Key benefits
With Secure Courier you can:
• Implement an easily scalable solution that doesn't
require a VPN or expensive configuration changes,
yet still delivers excellent performance.
• Benefit from quick deployment with minimal
maintenance and rapid issue resolution.
• Use existing configurations and standard data
exchange connectivity models to quickly expand
the number of connections with few modifications.

Get more information now
With Infor Cloverleaf Secure Courier, you'll know that the
right information is at the right place at the right time.You
get last-mile connectivity to remote locations with this
secure, innovative solution. You'll eliminate the barriers
previously caused by security and VPN issues, reduce
deployment costs, reduce the burden on IT staff, and
meet the increased demand for the meaningful use of
health information.
To find out more, visit: www.infor.com/cloverleaf.
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improve operations and drive growth across numerous industry sectors. To learn more about Infor, please visit www.infor.com.
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